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MoD ‘must
act now’ to
protect our
troops’ ears

Top model
Kellie is
bouncing
back from
TV setback

Cost is not an issue, says
former British Army boss
THE former head of UK Forces in
Afghanistan in 2003 is demanding the
MoD act now to protect British troops
from suffering permanent hearing
loss.
Col Richard Kemp, 48, said the
number of soldiers returning home
from fighting in the
Helmand province with
severe hearing damage
was storing up “huge
problems for the future”.
The father of two, who
has had mild tinnitus
since his platoon was
hit by a mortar blast in
Northern Ireland in 1986,
said: “If it is a question
of cost, the MoD should
pay it.”
He said the MoD has
a duty of care to protect
troops’
health
while
recognising they are in a theatre of
war. But he added: “Batallions are
undermanned. If 30 to 40 soldiers are
returning home with hearing loss, it is
a huge problem. It is a big chunk of a
batallion.
“If anything we should be sending
more troops out to Afghanistan, not
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fewer if we are going to make an lasting
impact on the country and support its
government.”
Col Richard Kemp, below, who retired
from the Army after 30 years with the
Royal Anglians, spoke
out after the Times
revealed that hundreds
of combat soldiers had
severe or permanent
hearing damage.
The Royal British
Legion said it had dealt
with 1,195 hearing loss
claims against the MoD
since 2005. British
troops were deployed
to Helmand in 2006. A
spokeswoman said the
MoD took the issue of
hearing loss seriously
and was developing “a two-part system
to provide soldiers with custom-moulded
earplugs.” Patrick Mercer, a former
soldier and Conservative MP, visited
the province last year. He said: “I’m
asking questions in parliament.”
Full story - see pages 4 & 5

See pages 8 and 9 for full story

SAS man Chris Ryan: I suffered hearing loss - See pages 4 and 5

Sign of crime ... An officer trained in basic British Sign Language talks to potential crime-stoppers

Transport Police
fear funding cut

Service for Deaf needs participants

A scheme to help deaf, deafblind and hard of
hearing people contact the police whilst using
Britain’s trains is in danger of being shut down
due to lack of interest from the public.
The British Transport Police, the body
responsible for policing the railways and the
underground system, has told Hearing Times
that if people do not take advantage of the
scheme soon, it will lose its funding.
DeafLink is a pilot scheme and its aim is
to provide a more accessible BTP service for
deaf, deafblind and hard of hearing people in
London.
British Transport Police has 10 London based
DeafLink officers who are trained in Deaf and
Deafblind Awareness, Communication Tactics

How to contact us
We would like to know what
you think of Hearing Times!
If you have any comments or
questions, or have a story you
would like to tell us about,
please let us know.
Email:
editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk
Phone: 0845 2930688
Web: www.hearingtimes.co.uk
Write to: Hearing Times Ltd
The Lansbury Estate
102 Lower Guildford Road
Woking
Surrey, GU21 2EP
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and BSL Level 1, and are being trained to
assist members of the public with incidents
and requests for advice within a 60 mile radius
of London.
Inspector Tony Lodge of the Community
Engagement and Partnerships division told
Hearing Times that the scheme may not last
long if people do not make the most of the
services.
“We are appealing to members of the deaf
community to engage with the scheme”
he urged. “If we don’t see an uptake in the
service, it could well lose its’ funding.”

The London pilot was rolled out this year,
with the hope of extending the service to the
rest of the country by 2009, but so far interest
in the scheme has been low.
“We hope the deaf community will make use
of the BTP DeafLink pilot scheme. If there is
a demand for this service, BTP will consider
implementing it nationally,” Inspector Lodge
added.

If you would like more information on The revolutionary new texting service
the scheme, please email:
that allows people with hearing loss to
deaf-link@btp.pnn.police.uk.
communicate with the emergency services

is continuing to grow across the south of
editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk England.
The 80999 service has expanded to cover
Hampshire, the Isle of Wight, Avon and
Somerset, Dorset, Devon, Cornwall and
Wiltshire, and is beginning to be rolled out in
Bedfordshire.
This service has been introduced to improve
access for deaf and speech impaired people
to the emergency services, and complements
the work of Hampshire Constabulary’s Police
Link Officers for Deaf People (PLOD), which
By GEMMA DAVIDSON
has been active for almost 10 years.
Ms Miller championed DeafParenting UK’s
Sergeant Glen Barham MBE, who has
commitment to ensuring parents have the been working to improve access to the
information they need.
police service for those with hearing and
She said: “Being a deaf parent presents very speech impairments for many years, and
real challenges and everyone will have first has been instrumental in the introduction
hand experience of how the services that are of the PLOD scheme and the 80999 service
currently in place do not always meet their within Hampshire Constabulary, said, “I am
really excited to be part of the expansion of
needs.
“DeafParenting UK is unique, a charity run this service, which has been very successful
for deaf parents by deaf parents. There is no here in Hampshire and will no doubt be just
as successful in the four other force areas
other charity like this in the world
joining us.”
“I am delighted to support Deaf Parenting
“Many of us are fortunate enough not to
UK and hope that I can help highlight the require the emergency services often, if at all,
issues facing deaf parents,” she added.
but just knowing you have access to them can
provide immense reassurance,” he added.
editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk

‘Inspirational’ MP
joins charity’s board
A UK charity has welcomed the Shadow
Minister for Family onto its Board of
Ambassadors hoping to promote awareness of
the needs of deaf parents.
DeafParenting UK announced that Maria
Miller MP would be joining the charity on
October 21, hailing her as an ‘inspiration’ to
parents.
Sabina Iqbal, Chair/Founder of Deaf Parenting
UK, said: “I am delighted to welcome our new
Ambassador Maria Miller, Shadow Minister
for Family. She is an inspiration to many as
being a mum, she understands and empathises
with many Deaf parents when accessing
services.
“Also in her role, she explained about her
responsibility and vision to make Britain the
most family-friendly country and ensuring the
needs of Deaf parents are met.”

Texting
service
continues to
grow strong

Courageous kids
honoured at awards

Accolade for Deafblind author Nicole
THE COURAGE and determination of
young deaf people was honoured at a special
ceremony.
Deaf councillor Christine Angell presented
the awards, including the award for Deaf
Young Adult of the Year, which went to Nicole
Dryburgh.
Nicole, who is Deafblind and confined to
a wheelchair, told Hearing Times that as well
as fundraising she has also recently become a
published author, but has still found time to
raise £48,000 for charity since 2004.
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“The book is the story of the last seven years
of my life,” 19 year-old Nicole says. “It’s about
how I’ve gone from being a normal 11 year
old doing gymnastics and going to school, to
now being blind, disabled, almost completely
deaf and fighting cancer. It’s a roller coaster of
a book - funny in some places, sad in others,
but I’d definitely recommend reading it!”
Speaking before the ceremony, Councillor
Angell said “it is a privilege to meet these

young people who have achieved so much
against such difficult odds but never give up
and eventually reach and even surpass their
goal.”
Kent Deaf Children Society Chairman Ivor
Riddell said at the awards ceremony: “It has
been inspirational, listening to the stories
about these young people, volunteers and
professionals who make such a difference.
“It makes me realise that the human spirit
can endure and overcome against the most
testing of barriers”.

Exciting times ahead ... Sue

Sue chosen
as new head
of the Ear
Foundation

A MAJOR charity has recently announced the
appointment of a new chief executive.
The Ear Foundation has appointed Sue
Archbold to the role after being inundated
with applications.
John Atkins, Chair of the Board of Trustees,
said“Weweredelightedtoreceiveatremendous
national response to our advertisement for the
post, which reflects the standing in which the
work of The Ear Foundation is held.
“Sue’s appointment recognises her major
contribution to the national and international
reputation of The Ear Foundation and the
Board of Trustees looks forward to an
exciting future for the Foundation under her
leadership.”
Sue told Hearing Times she was pleased to
join the charity at such an exciting time.
“We live in the most exciting times for deaf
children and young people. The new hearing
technologies provide greater opportunities
than ever before for young deaf people to hear
and talk.
“However, there are also great challenges
in ensuring the new technologies are used
successfully, and The Ear Foundation has
a growing role in ensuring that the promise
of technology is fulfilled. I look forward to
working with our many partners to support
deaf children wherever they live.”

All winners ... the youngsters receive their awards along with Nicole Dryburgh (far right) (Photo: courtesy of KDCS)

editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk

Everyone should be
Deafness Centre
celebrates 80 years able to use basic BSL

A charity is marking its birthday by producing
a visual and written account of the organisation
and deaf culture over the past eighty years.
Deafness Resource Centre in St Helens,
was awarded a grant of £28,200 by the
Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) to create a DVD
documenting the history of the St Helens and
District Society for Deaf People.
A team of volunteers will work on the
project and, after some initial training, will
conduct and record interviews with British
Sign Language users and their families to
enable them to share their life experiences and
cultural heritage.
Speaking about the award, Chief Officer of the
Deaf Society Helen Fitzgerald said: “Thanks
to the HLF we have a unique opportunity to
capture D/deaf culture for the benefit of future
generations of D/deaf people.
“Today’s society presents more opportunities
and choice for young deaf people, unlike
previous generations who relied heavily
on support services provided through deaf
organisations” she added.
The centre celebrated its birthday in October
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by holding a week of special events, which
attracted over 180 visitors.
The week was finished off with a Grand
Celebration Service led by the Bishop of
Warrington.
If you would like more information, or to get
involved with the DVD, please contact the
following:
Call: 01744 23887 (voice/text)
Email: deafsociety2003@yahoo.com
Website: www.deafnessresourcecente.org
or alternatively, you can write to:
Deafness Resource Centre
32-40 Dentons Green Lane
St Helens
Merseyside
WA10 2QB
editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk

BASIC sign language and deaf awareness are or gaining knowledge in Deaf Issues” Cheryl
skills that everyone should have, according added.
to the founder of a deaf awareness coaching
company.
Cheryl Hacking, who recently set up Earwig,
has deafness in her family and is helping to
spread the word through workshop classes.
Having studied British Sign Language for
several years and working with deaf and
hearing students at Great Yarmouth College,
Cheryl felt there was a need for classes Due to popular demand, a new
providing deaf awareness.
Earwig provides one-day workshops in group for people living with
Deaf Awareness and basic sign language to Tinnitus has been set up in
companies and businesses that serve the public Hampshire. The meetings will
to ensure they are meeting the requirements
be held on the first Thursday
issued by the Disabled Discrimination Act.
The course aims to improve knowledge of each month from December
of Deaf Culture and Community, as well as 4 at 2.30-4.00pm.
educating people about technical aids, basic
sign language and getting people up to speed
For more information please
on the Disability Discrimination Act.
“Many people find it an interesting subject contact Debbie on 02380 286343
even though they don’t necessarily need it for
work, but other reasons such as family, friends

Tinnitus group in
New Forest

SAS-man Chris in h

All combat troops deserve state-ofthe-art ear protectors, says Chris Ryan
FORMER SAS man Chris Ryan says all
British combat troops in Afghanistan and
Iraq deserve to be given state-of-the art ear
protection.
As an active soldier in one of Britain’s elite
units Chris was lucky enough to be issued with
the Army’s latest headsets and microphones.
Even so he admits his hearing was affected by
the cacophony of warfare.
The hi-tech headsets were effective in
blocking out the sound of loud mortar and
bomb blasts, rockets and gunfire from both
enemy and friendly fire while allowing each
soldier to hear and communicate with each
other.
Chris, whose brother is currently serving in
the Helmand province in southernAfghanistan,
said they were effective but “very, very
expensive” and were not on general issue to
ground troops in the Army, Royal Navy and
RAF.
“If your hearing is taken away from you, you
are making life very difficult and dangerous
from an operational point of view,” he said.
Now retired from the Forces, Chris notices
his “bad hearing” mostly whilst flying because
instructions from air traffic control sound
distorted.
Talking over the mobile phone while in the
car also often deteriorates into a “shout match”
as Chris tries to hear over the background
noise.
Chris said: “A soldier, sailor or airman can be
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downgraded if they are deemed to be deaf.”
Col Richard Kemp led UK forces in
Afghanistan in 2003 before they were deployed
into the troubled Helmand province in 2006.
The MoD says earplugs and ear defenders are
issued to all troops. However, ear protection
is not as rigidly enforced in helicopters as it is
in the US Army.
Patrick Mercer, Conservative MP for Newark
and Retford, visited Afghanistan last year as
one of a five-strong, cross-party parliamentary
delegation.
Mr Mercer, who served in the 2nd battalion
The Mercian Regiment (Worcester and
Foresters), said it was obvious there were
problems with headsets because radio
operators were “tearing their helmets off” to
communicate.
He said our active troops were “a precious
resource” but added: “It is clear to me that
there are many coming back with hearing
loss.”
Mr Mercer believes that up to 30 or 40 men
in undermanned battalions of around 450
(rather than the usual 650 men) are returning
home from frontline service with some kind
of damage to their hearing.
The Times newspaper claims that one in ten
soldiers serving with any one regiment has
hearing defects.

Mr Mercer said: “If you have the choice
between being killed because you are not alert
and can’t hear or you will have to live with
damaged hearing, it is clear you are going to
choose the latter and not the former.”
“I am continuing to press the issue in the
Press and by asking questions in parliament.”
Col Richard Kemp, who served in Northern
Ireland, the Balkans and the first Gulf War
with the Ist battalion The Royal Anglians,
said hearing loss was not such a big problem
among his forces when he was in Afghanistan
in 2003.
He said: “In training, troops have to wear
ear defenders, when only firing a couple of
rounds. But there are thousands, or many
hundred rounds, fired in Afghanistan. These
can all account for hearing loss.”
Chris Ryan, who was born in Tyne and
Wear in 1961, made headlines in the 1990s
for being the only one of an eight-man SAS
mission behind enemy lines in Iraq in the First
Gulf War to escape to Syria.
Since then he has penned various books and
is currently touring the country to promote his
latest Twister book in the Code Red adventure
series published by Random House targeted
at boys aged nine to 14.
He said: “This is my way to give something
back to the community.”
The MoD issued the following statement:
“The Ministry of Defence takes the issue of
Hearing Loss seriously and we are continually

looking at ways of monitoring and mitigating
the risk in operational scenarios, including the
development of improved hearing protection.
We are developing a two-part system that
will provide soldiers with custom-moulded
personal ear plugs – providing protection for
the wearer, while offering increased comfort.
The new system will allow the user to block
out the loud noises of the battlefield but retain
the ability to talk and listen to their colleagues
on the ground.”

Let us know what you think of
this story - email your thoughts
to editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk
Do you have a story you
would like to share with us?
Email your stories to:

editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk

or write to us at:

Hearing Times Ltd
The Lansbury Estate,
102 Lower Guildford Road,
Woking,
Surrey
GU21 2EP

or call 0845 2930688

Facilities for deaf
should be made law

A PUB landlord says he has set the standard
for other venues to follow when catering for
disabled customers.
Antony Marshall of the True Lover’s Knot
pub in Tarrant Keyneston, near Blandford in
Dorset, told Hearing Times he thinks facilities
for deaf and blind customers should be as
compulsory as wheelchair access under the
Disability Discrimination Act.
The pub has recently won a SOCAP
(Supporters of the National Customer Service
Awards) award for Innovation in Customer
Service, becoming the smallest company to
ever win the award, as well as the RNID Louder
than Words award for customer service.
“It all started when I was watching a couple
at one of the tables in the pub, and the lady
was blind. You couldn’t tell she was bind of
course until her husband started reading the
menu aloud to her, all 38 options, plus sides,
drinks and salads” Antony explains.
“I decided to act from that moment, so I
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included basic sign language lessons such as
‘half-pint?’
The pub bought in equipment for its
accommodation rooms that deaf customers
can request, such as a vibrating alarm clock to
go under their pillow.
“I’m just glad that I’ve done this and I hope I
have set the standard for other pubs to follow.
So many pubs are closing in this current
climate so they have to do something that sets
them apart from the rest.
“It’s the little things that are priceless that
have made us different.”
editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk

Half pint?
contacted my local Blind Association and
ordered a Braille menu and a large print menu,
and then an audio-described menu.”
After re-designing the layout of the pub
to give better access for wheelchair users,
ordering special cutlery for customers with
dexterity problems, and the introduction of
the menus for blind customers, Antony turned
his attention to his deaf patrons.
“After doing all that I thought ‘We’re not
doing anything for deaf people’,” Antony
explains.
He contacted his local Deaf Association
for advice, and arranged for Deaf Awareness
training for all his full-time staff, which

Business as usual ... Antony

headsets plea
Time to listen ... (clockwise
from right) soldier in
Afghanistan; Patrick Mercer
MP; Chris Ryan (Photos:
courtesy of RexFeatures and
Chris Ryan)

Stylist turned away
‘because she is deaf’
A HAIRDRESSER fears her chances of
success may be in jeopardy because she is
profoundly deaf.
Angelina Green has told Hearing Times
that local salons are refusing to give her work
experience, which she says is because of her
deafness.
The mum-of-two has already qualified as
a junior stylist, having recently completed
her NVQ level 2 at Nottingham’s New
College, where she hones her skills on paying
customers’ hair.
“When I was younger I always played with
dolls, styling their hair and decided I wanted
to be a hairdresser,” Angelina told Hearing
Times.
“I thought I would give it a go and found
that it was the right choice for me, and so far I
have enjoyed every minute of it.”
“My dream is to set up a hairdressing
business for deaf customers,” she continued.
“I often find that customers who can’t explain
what they want end up with something they
don’t like.”
Angelina, from Nottingham, has applied to
dozens of local salons in the hope that they
will allow her to practice her skills, but so far
all have declined.
“I didn’t expect getting a placement to be so
difficult, because I have been cutting hearing
customers’ hair for a long time without any
problems” Angelina said.
“My studying has gone well so far, even
though English is not my first language. I just
do my best, but the college does support me
by giving me assignments in plain English so
that I can understand.
“I’ve already passed my Level 2 and I know
I can do just as well at Level 3.”
One salon owner, who did not wish to be
named, has said that her refusal had nothing
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to do with Angelina’s deafness.
She said: “There are so many students coming
through at the moment. I have a waiting list of
about 20-30 for placements.”
Angelina says: “No one seems prepared to
take me on. Most of them say ‘no, sorry’ but
I’m sure it’s due to my deafness. I feel they
haven’t given me a chance.”
Angelina, who married her long-term partner
Marie in a civil partnership in March, is aided
by communicator Denise Chesters at college.
“When clients arrive at college they meet
myself and Denise, who explains to them that
I am deaf. At first, it is a shock to a few of
them but within a few minutes they are happy
to let me continue.” Angelina continues.
“Once I have finished they are usually very
happy with the results and ask for me the next
time they come in.”
“I have found that by simply gesturing and
lip-reading in the mirror I can understand
what customers want.”

Perfectly capable ... Angelina

Lisa wins
audiology
prize for
great work
By GEMMA DAVIDSON
THE UK’s first ever Audiologist of the Year
has been named following a competition run
by the hearing aid battery company, Rayovac.
Lisa Binns-Smith, of Binns Hearing
Healthcare in Apperley Bridge, Bradford, is
the first hearing professional to win the award
which was voted for by patients the length and
breadth of the country.
Patients were encouraged to nominate
their own audiologist by highlighting the
outstanding nature of their work.
The competition attracted entries from
all areas of the country. Lisa’s nomination
impressed the judges with the high level of
service it demonstrated and careful dedication
to patient needs.
Lisa told Hearing Times she was nominated
by a client, Dawn King, who is a practise
nurse who credits Lisa with transforming her
professional and social life.
“I was greatly surprised as I was on maternity
leave and I did not know that I had been
nominated” Lisa said.
“So once the shock had sunk in I was over
the moon but also very tearful due to hormone
levels!” she added.
Lisa got into audiology after undertaking
a pre-nursing course at her local college and
spending six weeks on a work placement at St

Service with a smile ... Lisa with her award for Audiologist of the Year (Photo: Courtesy of Grant Macrae)
James Hospital Leeds where she discovered excellent work being carried out by audiologists
her passion for the profession. But she around the country.
hints that her family business may have had “Audiologists can make a massive difference
something to do with her career choice.
to the lives of their patients. Audiologist of the
Year has illustrated the strong bonds that exist
and underlines the importance of good hearing
Patience
and good hearing care.
“From a very young age I would help in “We extend our congratulations to Lisa on
the family business, which is dispensing her victory.”
Lisa went on to tell Hearing Times why
hearing aids. My father is still a dispenser
and celebrates 40 years in the profession next she thinks she won the award. “From what
my clients have been telling me I have won
year.” Lisa said.
because
of my patience, understanding, care
Paula Brinson-Pyke, marketing manager at
Rayovac in the UK, said: “The competition and commitment, often outside the line of
has been a big success and highlighted the duty!”
editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk

Lisa’s Top Tips
- If hearing loss has developed suddenly, seek
help immediately
-When purchasing hearing aids it is important
to seek a dispenser whom you believe you
can bond with as the client and dispenser
relationship is very important when seeking
the best possible outcome for the hearing aid
wearer
- The AIHHP (Association of Independent
Hearing Professionals) is a professional body
representing the leading independent hearing
aid audiologists. Full members have to meet
rigorous clinical standards so check yours is
affiliated

Can you keep a secret?

Bluetooth
technology

Introducing Siemens Pure™.
The nearly invisible, completely discreet hearing instrument.
Designed for utmost discretion, Pure packs the most advanced hearing technology into an almost invisible, ultra-small size.
Available in two performance levels and in both CIC and micro-RIC configurations.
It’s also compatible with Siemens Tek™, the wireless enhancement that allows wearers to connect to MP3 players, mobile
phones, TVs, and stereos through the Tek Connect remote using Bluetooth technology. www.siemens.co.uk/hearing
To learn more about Pure and Tek please call 01293 423700 or email info_hearingaids.shi.uk@siemens.com

Answers for life.

Viewers’ outrage
as BBC snubs call
to block out noise
‘Popular’ red button pilot is dropped
TV VIEWERS have accused the BBC of
“arrogance” for rejecting a “hugely popular”
pilot scheme allowing viewers to block out
background noise on factual programmes.
The BBC ran the experiment last year after
the Corporation received complaints about
intrusive noise and the Director General Mark
Thompson promised to explore “interactive
technologies”.
BBC1’s Nature of Britain editor Stephen
Moss edited one show with background music
and a second one without any.
Viewers chose which programme to watch
using the interactive red button on TV
handsets. Sports and music fans often use
the button to switch between football; tennis
matches and performances at major sporting
and music events.
Mr Moss said the “relatively cheap” pilot
scheme had “a very, very favourable response”,
mirrored in comments on the BBC’s Points of

Oblivious
View message-board. He added: “This is a
perennial problem. A large majority chose to
opt out.”
But a BBC spokeswoman told the Hearing
Times the experiment was a “one-off”. She
added: “To roll this functionality out across
our output would not be practicable. There
is a limited bandwidth. Offering viewers the
option to watch alternative tennis matches for
two weeks during Wimbledon is quite different
from permanently offering the option to block
out background music across all our output.”
Irate viewer Bob Syrett, who has spent the
past two years lobbying the BBC over the
issue, said: “It seems to be oblivious to the
fact that it is a public service. One word sums
up its attitude, arrogance.”
In March last year Mr Syrett, of Louth,
Lincolnshire, posted a petition on the No10
website, urging TV editors to refrain from
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using background music in documentaries
and factual programmes”. It attracted 1,287
signatories.
He has suggested the BBC adopt an
alternative stereo system where sound mixers
could aim background noise at just one TV
speaker which viewers could turn to mute. He
has not received a response.
Bob said: “My experience of correspondence
with the BBC is they take an unacceptably
long time to reply - eg: two months after a
reminder.
“Their standard response is that the BBC has
very good editorial guidelines to deal with the
problem; far from being dealt with, it appears
to have got worse.
“Both Ofcom and the BBC Trust say it is the
sole responsibility of the programme editors.
The fact that Disability Discrimination Law
and the BBC's Charter have
been broken appears to be
ignored.
Richard Tomalin, of
Pipedown,
has
been
campaigning for clearer
commentary on TV and radio
programmes for the past 15
years. He said: “Tinnitus and
hyperacusis are afflictions
with which many of us are
only too familiar, especially
when we are attempting to
catch the spoken word on
TV or radio.
“I joined a group of people
about 15 years ago, to plead
for improved clarity of speech, on TV and
radio but sadly, during that time, the situation
has deteriorated still further.
“Everything is justified it seems under the
carte blanche of artistic licence. But, in factual

programmes, it is downright silly to sacrifice
clarity of diction and verbal expression for
the sake of conversational intimacy and
'presence'.”
In a letter to Mr Syrett’s MP, Sir Peter Tapsell,
in June 2007 the BBC Director General Mark
Thompson, pictured below left, said the
Corporation “firmly believed” it was meeting
the “responsibilities” under the DDA.

Responsibilities
He said the BBC was keen to explore
“the possibilities offered by interactive
technologies” and drew Sir Peter’s attention
to BBC workshops run to educate production
teams on the BBC guidelines.
The BBC spokeswoman said it could not tell
Hearing Times how many teams had attended
the sessions – run in conjunction with the
RNID – as these were “individual staffing”
matters.
She added: “We would
encourage your readers to contact
BBC Audience Services if they
are experiencing difficulties
as they are able to feed back to
production. This has resulted in
adjustments being made in the
past and we believe the best way
forward is to make sure producers
are aware of background sound
issues.”
(Photo: courtesy of RexFearures)

Do you have problems
with background noise
whilst watching your favourite
TV shows? Let us know what
you think by emailing:
editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk

Beeb says it is following guidelines
The following guidelines have been set out by the BBC in relation
to viewers with hearing loss. Hearing Times gained this information
from the BBC’s website, www.bbc.co.uk/guidelines.
“Almost invariably, those who suffer a hearing loss will find it difficult
to understand speech overlaid with music (or effects).”
“One in seven of the population are deaf or hard of hearing. More than
50% of the over 50s suffer from some degree of hearing loss.”
“Over intrusive background sound or music will make it very difficult
for a person with hearing loss to hear, sufficiently to understand, any
narration or dialogue. It may be possible to cut or fade out music whilst
words are being spoken.”
“Question whether the music is actually necessary.”

Website
to help
kids with
literacy
A PIONEERING website designed to help
deaf children with their literacy skills is
being developed in the North East.
Signed Stories will put some of the best
known contemporary children’s books on the
web in British Sign Language, with audio,
animation and text.
It will be the first website in the world to
give deaf children access to story telling
and will feature voice overs from many
celebrities.
Recent statistics from the National Deaf
Society have shown that only a third of
deaf children get five A-C grades at GCSE,
compared with 60% of hearing children.

Scandalous
The website, www.signedstories.com, is
being developed by Malcolm Wright, the
managing director of ITV Signpost.
Mr Wright said: “It was prompted by the
Deaf Society saying that only 33% of deaf
children achieve 5 GCSEs at grades A-C.
“That is a scandalous figure and it seems
the gap is getting bigger rather than closing.
“The world that these children live in is
dominated by the English language and it
can take a long time for parents to learn sign
language and interact with their children.
“Hopefully our site will help combat this
and give deaf children a boost with their
literacy skills.”
The website is being funded by sponsorship
and will feature 100 books in its first year
with 200 more to be added by 2011.
As well as being fully signed, each story
will feature a celebrity story teller who will
voice the words and the text will appear on
screen, allowing the whole family to join in
with the story telling. Celebrities who have
already signed up to add their voices include
Jonny Wilkinson, Neil Morrissey, Dawn
French and Hugh Laurie, and the books
of Newcastle author David Almond are to
feature.
The website is scheduled to go live in
December this year and is currently being
tested.
editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk

Do you have a story you
would like to share with us?
Email your stories to:

editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk

or write to us at:

Hearing Times Ltd
The Lansbury Estate,
102 Lower Guildford Road,
Woking, Surrey GU21 2EP

NHS kick
starts new
baby screen
programme
By PROFESSOR ADRIAN DAVIS
OBE, DIRECTOR OF THE
NHS NEWBORN HEARING
SCREENING PROGRAMME
THE NHS Newborn Hearing Screening
Programme (NHSP) gives every parent in
England the opportunity to have their newborn
baby screened for hearing impairment and
deafness.
Since NHSP started in 2001, more than
two and a half million newborn babies have
been screened and over 3,500 babies with a
permanent hearing impairment have been
detected by the programme. Over 99% of
parents offered the opportunity to have their
child’s hearing screened accept.
Each year, some 840 children are born in the
UK with a permanent hearing loss of 40dB or
more in both ears. Most of these babies are
born into families with no experience or history
of childhood hearing loss. The screening test
itself is not diagnostic but identifies where
further testing or investigation may be
needed. It usually takes place before leaving
the maternity unit but can also be carried out
at home or in a health clinic.
Two tests may be used – the Automated
Otoacoustic Emissions test (AOAE) and the
Automated Auditory Brainstem Response
(AABR) - both are quick, completely safe
and painless. The AOAE involves placing a
soft tipped ear-piece in the baby’s outer ear.
Sounds are sent through the ear piece and
the response by the cochlea in the inner ear
is measured. The AABR test involves three
small sensors being placed on the baby’s head
and neck. Headphones are then put over the
baby’s ears and a series of clicking sounds are
played, with the sensors measuring the brain’s
response.
The screening test has a number of advantages
over the Infant Distraction Test it replaced. It
has a higher sensitivity and can also be carried
out as quickly as 6 hours after birth - reducing
the possibility of hearing impairment at birth
being missed.
Hearing impairment and
deafness is now identified, on average, 1218 months sooner than was the case with the
Infant Distraction test.
How parents and children are supported
afterwards is just as important as the screen
itself. The introduction of the programme
has been a catalyst for change in the ongoing
support services for deaf children – audiologists
are now fitting hearing aids at a much earlier
age and the decision to have a cochlear implant
can be made when a child is younger. There
is still much work to be done to facilitate joint
working between health, education and social
care to support families and children but huge
progress has been made.
The NHS have close contacts with charities
including the RNID and the National Deaf
Children’s Society (NDCS). The NDCS, in
particular, does a great deal of family-centred
work - raising awareness of the needs of
families, campaigning to put pressure on local
services to improve quality and providing
supportive networks for families enabling
them to share their experiences.
The NHS are already seeing the positive
impact of the programme on hearing impaired
and deaf children who are now entering
education. This is giving them even more
information about how services could develop
in the future. About 1,700 babies are now
screened by the programme every day. The
programme is recognised as a model of best
practice for the rest of the world but has only
been successful, and will only continue to have
the impact it does, because of the influence
and support of parents and children.

For more information on the screening
visit www.screening.nhs.uk

Kellie’s stepping
into the limelight
Ex-Top Model contestant defies
judges by landing modelling job
FORMER Britain’s Missing Top Model
By GEMMA DAVIDSON
contestant Kellie Moody has defied the TV
judges by landing a top modelling contract.
technology available from the NHS, which has made

Ex-Miss Deaf UK Kellie, 24, just missed out on the
top three prizes in the BBC3 reality series to find the
country’s first leading disabled model.
Her position on the show was even debated amongst the
judges, including Marie Claire editor Marie O’Riordan,
pictured below right, as to whether she and a fellow deaf
contestant could even be categorised as ‘disabled’.
But she is bouncing back after Siemens hearing
Instruments snapped her up to promote their new hearing
aids. Kellie, who was born with severe
hearing loss, was fitted with a hearing
aid and hopes to help get rid the stigma
that usually surrounds them.
“I know that there are a lot of deaf people
like myself who could wear hearing aids
but choose not too.
“Some feel that they have been brought
into this world deaf and within a deaf
environment and do not want to be part
of a hearing world.
“Others, however, may have chosen
not to wear hearing aids because they are
not comfortable with how they look.”
She added: “I am very proud that
Siemens look upon me as a spokesperson
for young deaf people. It’s important to rid the prejudices
surrounding wearing hearing aids,” she says.
Former Miss Deaf UK, Kellie is a great champion of
hearing aids and wears them with pride saying they are
her ‘contact with the hearing world’. Without them she is
unable to hear anything.
After dreaming of being a model since she was a little
girl, Kellie was crowned Miss Deaf UK 2007 and was
scouted by the Select modelling agency when visiting the
Clothes Show Live.
“I had a hard time growing up because of my disability,’
says Kellie. “Not only could I not hear, but my speech is
affected and it’s often difficult for people to understand
me.”
Kellie, who works for MAC cosmetics, faced problems
at work with her previous hearing aids, finding it difficult
to hold a conversation with background noise and
music.
Since signing the contract with Siemens Hearing
Instruments she has been fitted with the latest in hearing

a significant improvement to her day to day life.
“My new hearing aids are brilliant and mean that I
can now hear sounds much louder, and with the latest
technology I’m able to focus on a conversation and
the background noise is automatically reduced. I had
several problems with my old hearing aids which
whistled constantly and it was very difficult to hear a
one to one conversation in a noisy environment.
“As soon as I was fitted with my new aids I was
amazed at the difference. The sound of
a telephone ringing actually made me
jump and I could pick up other people’s
conversations in a busy pub which was
a whole new experience.”
“I’m so happy to be promoting hearing
aids: there is a lot of stigma attached
to wearing them, but there are a lot of
people both young and old who have a
significant hearing loss. If I can make a
difference by promoting them and being
a role model then I’m very happy.
A recent survey shows that one in
ten people would benefit from wearing
a hearing aid, and the longer a person
puts off getting one the harder it is to adjust.
Kellie continued: “Being deaf has never held me
back, I do everything anyone else can and I feel there
is room for disabled models, everyone should be
treated the same.”

Kellie will be appearing at the BAA (The British
Academy of Audiology) Conference and Expo
in Liverpool on the 27th of November where
she will be giving a talk and modelling the new
Siemens equipment. The conference runs from
the November 26 - 28. For more information visit
theloop.netplan.co.uk.
ACCORDING to a recent survey by Siemens
Hearing Instruments more than half the people
surveyed would spend whatever it takes on
improving their teeth and 31 per cent said they’d
spend money on designer glasses. Hearing aids came
bottom of spending priorities, with only seven per
cent prepared to splash out on them.

Don’t forget to visit our
website
www.hearingtimes.co.uk

“Being deaf has
never held me
back” - Kellie

Liverpool
goes DaDa
for disability
arts festival

THE LARGEST international Deaf and
Disability arts festival in the UK provided
an exciting start to September 2008 in the
Capital of Culture.
DaDaFest International 2008, based in
Liverpool and organised by the North West
Disability Arts Forum (NWDAF), underwent
a fantastic transformation this year, with
numerous international acts, speciallycommissioned works and various premieres,
dubbed ‘DaDaFirsts’.
Artistic Director Garry Robson finalised a
highly creative and fascinating programme
with a complete mix of genres;
including everything from beautiful
aerial dance, family-friendly
puppetry shows to controversial
comedy and racy Burlesque.
It was all change on the venue
front as well, with the newlyrefurbished Bluecoat and St
George’s Hall being used for the
first time, and the modern and
stylish A-Foundation’s Greenland
Street gallery and performance
space as the backdrop to the
majority of the festival.
Artistic Director Garry Robson said:
“Whether you have been interested in Deaf
and Disability arts in the past or not, now is
the time to get interested… we have some
acts who are already famous and those who
are destined to be so. This is one part of
Liverpool European Capital of Culture year
not to be missed.”
CEO of NWDAF Ruth Gould said: “All
this would not be possible without the
financial support of our precious funders – so
we’re grateful that they continue to believe in
us. Almost 20 of the events are DaDaFirsts,
so it’s the first time they have been seen in
full, in public, in the world.”
DaDaFest International 2008 is funded
mainly by the Arts Council (NW) and the
Liverpool Culture Company with support
from the Wellcome Trust for the Abnormal
exhibition.

Pearly King
George turns
school-kids
into stars

PEARLY King of Peckham George Major put
on his fundraising hat once again to help the
children at Ivydale School raise money for
charity.
The kids, who put on a performance of
The Pearky Kings and Queens of Peckham
in October, managed to raise over £2000 for
Help A London Child after George arranged
for their play to be staged in the Peckham
Theatre for two nights.
Headteacher Marion Bunclark said: “The
children gave a superb performance, full of
energy and enthusiasm.”

Turn to page 13 to find out how you can
subscribe to Hearing Times
for only £15

Correction

IN THE previous issue of Hearing Times
(September 2008), we incorrectly captioned
a photo of the Deaflympic Hammer Thrower
Joanne Davison, saying that she clinched a
gold medal in the Paralympics in Melbourne,
Austalia in 2005. This was supposed to read
the Deaflympics in Melbourne. We apologise
for any confusion this may have caused.

The Lion King
The Lyceum
London

Theatre,

“The cast simply doesn’t hold back and brims
with professionalism.’ - Her Naked Skin
(Photo: courtesy of The National Theatre)

Assisted by Stagetext
In1994 we were dazzled with an enchanting
story of a young lion cub named Simba. In
1997 The Lion King made its first appearance
on Broadway with critical acclaim. Eleven
years later and it’s still going strong, but does
it still stand up to our great expectations of
Disney? Yes and no.
The puppetry is splendid. Leaping antelope,
spinning termite mounds, giant elephants, and
towering giraffes, it’s hard not to appreciate the
time and effort which has gone into developing
such a visual feast. Not least forgotten is
the thrilling wildebeest scene leading up to
Mufasa’s death which is expertly executed.
However, the sheer vibrancy of “I Just Can’t
Wait To Be King” is enough to redeem the
young cub for any follies later in the play.
What is unforgivable is how some scenes are
full of energy and colour and some are just
rather pointless. At the same time, while it’s
to be expected that the stage version might
be slightly altered, the added songs just don’t
appeal.
The cast overall is professional and wellrehearsed and all sing with a certain Disneyesque vibe. The Lyceum’s Rafiki does little
for the remaining casts’ egos. With utmost
power and vigour, a stunning performance
is delivered and “The Circle of Life” shoots
chills out across the audience. Stagetext
provide subtitling which make all the numbers
fully accessible.
Overall it’s sure to be a hit with the kids,
but for anyone who grew up with Disney
and remembers the original Lion King, only
disappointment awaits. The saving graces of
the stage production lie in the costume and
set design. With CGI being crowbarred into
nearly all fantastical modern media, it’s quite
refreshing to witness masks and puppetry
prevailing still.
Chris Attewell-Hughes

Her Naked Skin

The National Theatre,
London
Assisted by Stagetext

If theatre is a mental breeze then Rebecca
Lenkiewicz’s Her Naked Skin is a violent
Tempest. With Leslie Manville playing the
upper class Celia Cain and Jemima Rooper
playing the lower class Eve Douglas, this is
truly a clashing of cultures; two women from
vastly different backgrounds finding ground
in a common cause.
It’s 1913 and suffragettes are at large and

Out of Me

in protest for women’s liberation. Galloping,
roaring, cheering, Her Naked Skin begins with
a screening of the death of Emily Davison
being trampled by King George V’s horse at
Epsom on Derby Day. This footage acts as a
sign of things to come. A tragedy is afoot.
Lenkiewicz goes far beyond the typical
tools of a run-of-the-mill human rights period
drama. Watching Celia and Eve form their
close friendship was touching and at times
might be akin to Tipping The Velvet.
The cast simply doesn’t hold back and brims
with professionalism. Still, it’s hard not to
feel for Celia’s husband, William (Adrian
Rawlins), who dives into drink and depression
as his wife becomes more and more nonchalant
around him.
Even with all its anxiety and tense feelings,

Her Naked Skin isn’t without its comic relief
which is delivered fantastically and punctually
by the overbearing Florence Boorman (Susan
Engel). Stubborn and stern, Florence portrays
the mother figure. Keeping her flock in check,
she thinks she knows best and isn’t afraid to
voice it.
What starts off as a simple retelling of
women’s struggle to obtain the vote becomes a
hurricane of passion, lust, adultery, tenderness
and ultimately misery. An emotional mine
field is laid out and what could be a rather
dull imprisonment based performance quickly
metamorphoses into thrilling new take on the
atmosphere present during the suffragette
movement.

Tory Boyz

and bookcases scooted, tables are guided and
walls manoeuvred. Tory Boyz begins on a
rather cringe-worthy note. It’s redeeming factor? It’s a National Youth Theatre production
and as usual the acting is superb.
Tory Boyz follows two plots; one where
the life of Ted Heath (Hamish McDougall), a
1950s Prime Minister, is played out. The constant question of his true sexuality is a fervent
theme. From early childhood, we see him unable to wholly mix the other boys. His only
friend is Kay (Alice Bailey Johnson), a young
girl who later falls in love with him.
While Ted’s sexuality is never openly confronted in this side of Tory Boyz, it is touched
again and again. Ultimately it seems to be implied that he perhaps wasn’t as heterosexual as
the Conservative party might have liked and
herein lays the drama.
The other plot follows the career of a young
Tory called Sam (Shaun Rivers) who, not
completely comfortable with his own homosexuality, is trying to make it in the party without his sexual orientation becoming an issue.
His overly frank superior Nicholas (Dan Ings)
is probing and is trying to convince Sam it
might be better to keep his sexuality to himself. Alternatively Sam’s love interest, a Labour employee, is desperate to bring Sam out
of his carefully-guarded shell.
Written by award winning playwright,
James Graham, Tory Boyz addresses modern
day issues of conformity and that ever-present
conundrum of whether or not homosexuality
will ever be fully accepted. Not only that, but
while people come to grips with changing attitudes, should those with varied lifestyles be
made to keep it all under wraps? Ultimately,
Graham helps to prove that regardless of sexuality, it’s not who or what you are, it’s what
you do that counts.
Chris Attewell-Hughes

Bille’s monologue confession sends an uneasy
tingle of feeling through the audience which,
again, can’t help but be shared with all those
watching.
All in all Out Of Me is delicious mix of
vigour, comedy, tragedy and unexpected
Captioned in-house
talent. If this was anything to go by, the future Captioned in-house
of British acting is safe and its reputation to
A broad, po-faced conductor stands centre
Spectacular, there’s little more one can say to remain impressive.
stage. Suddenly with a flick of his baton, the
describe Out Of Me. In most candid honesty,
Chris Attewell-Hughes stage springs into animation. Chairs are twirled
it looked like it was going to be a dull rant
about pro-choice arguments. It wasn’t at all.
secret. One child brought up in luxury with
Out Of Me is not only apt for today’s teenagedecent education, the other in poverty in a
mum culture, but also helps to explore the
second-rate school.
resounding issue of whether or not women
Despite efforts made by either mother, the
should have the choice to terminate.
two boys make friends and meet at differThe play is split up into the lives of four
ent points in their lives. While one goes to
young women. First there’s the career-driven
university and becomes a counsellor for the
Billie (Antonia Thomas) who practically lives
city, the other goes to prison and becomes adat the gym. Secondly there’s Irish, family Assisted by Stagetext
dicted to prescription drugs. Both fall in love
orientated Eve (Charlie Russel) who legally
with the same girl, however which brings
can’t abort in her own country. Thirdly is Ellen Hype, hype, hype.... did I mention hype?
about the play’s tragic ending.
(Sita Thomas), an impressionable prospective Blood Brother is oozing with it. But is all
Songs like Marylyn Monroe, Easy Terms
university student. Finally there’s Alice (Rosie the excitement surrounding it justified? For
and Bright New Day are what make Russell’s
Sansom), a simple florist’s assistant having an anyone with easy-to-tug heartstrings, the
spell-binding production come to life. The
affair with her boss.
answer’s a resounding yes.
final number, Tell Me It’s Not True, rounds
While all four actresses put on a stunning Willy’s Russell’s notorious tear-jerker is reup the audience’s collective emotional state
performance, Sansom shines through with a vived to be just as colourful and charismatic
and really bring home the trauma of a mother
burning sort of innocence not truly present as it ever was. Here the tale of an over-fertile
losing her babies.
in the remaining cast. Simple and endearing, and underpaid single mother is brought to
Ultimately, this tale of nature versus nurshe brings some much needed humour to an life. Confined to living in Liverpool’s slums,
ture is a crowd-pleaser for all ages. Employotherwise down-hearted performance. “I can it’s hard graft until the very end. When Mr
ing cheap sentimental tactics, Blood Brothers
never drink the stuff myself. Makes me feel Johnstone falls pregnant yet again she thinks
is a hot-blooded happy slap. It tells you to
like I’m drowning,” says Alice, her demeanour it’s a blessing. That is until her milkman
feel sorrow and you will feel it whether you
bringing to mind perhaps a young niece with turned gynaecologist tells her she’s due a set
like or not.
little common sense.
of twins.
Chris Attewell-Hughes
Throughout, this National Youth Theatre Realising she can’t keep both, her overspectacle is riddled with melancholy. Whether bearing employer tells her she’ll gladly take
If you would like to review a
it’s the fantastically contemporary script or one of the twins and raise it as her own.
performance for Hearing Times
the unusually mature style of acting, it was A pact is formed and eventually the two
please email
hard to bottle up any resounding emotions separate vowing to never reveal their terrible
editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk
brought on by such a terrific performance.

Soho Theatre,
London

Soho Theatre,
London

Blood Brothers
The Mayflower
Theatre,
Southampton

Chris Attewell-Hughes

Octagon Theatre Bolton BSL interpreted
19:30 Great Expectations - Library Theatre
Manchester Captioned in-house
20 December 2008
11:00 and 14.30 Petrushka - Half Moon
Young People’s Theatre (London)
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13:00 The Snow Queen - West Yorkshire
13:00 and 19.30 The Twelve Days of
Playhouse (Leeds) BSL interpreted
Christmas - Chickenshed (London)
15:30 and 19.30 The Twelve Days of
Integrated performance
Christmas - Chickenshed (London)
19:00 Peter Pan - West Yorkshire Playhouse Integrated performance
(Leeds) BSL interpreted
21 December 2008
19:30 Aladdin - Nottingham Playhouse
17:30 Wizard of Oz - Palace Theatre
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Southend (Westcliff on Sea) BSL interpreted
19:30 In a Dark Dark House - Almeida
22 December 2008
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Integrated performance
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14:30 Great Expectations - Library Theatre
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Integrated performance
18:30 Dick Whittington - Queen’s Theatre
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14:00 Cinderella - Blackpool Grand Theatre
19:00 Jack and the Beanstalk - The
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14:00 Cinderella - Civic Theatre Chelmsford
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13:00 The Twelve Days Of Christmas
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performance
performance
19:30 Aladdin - Nottingham Playhouse
28 December 2008
BSL interpreted
15:30 and 19.30 The Twelve Days of
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Christmas - Chickenshed (London)
12:00 and 19.30 The Twelve Days of
Integrated performance
Christmas - Chickenshed (London)
17:00 Aladdin - Cliffs Pavilion (SouthendIntegrated performance
on-Sea) BSL interpreted
19:30 Sunshine on Leith - Edinburgh Festival 29 December 2008
Theatre BSL interpreted
15:30 and 19.30 The Twelve Days of
13 December 2008
Christmas - Chickenshed (London)
13:00 Hansel and Gretel - Barbican Theatre
Integrated performance
(London) BSL interpreted
30 December 2008
14:15 Dick Whittington - Venue Cymru
18:30 The Snow Queen - West Yorkshire
(Llandudno) BSL interpreted
Playhouse (Leeds) Captioned in-house
14:30 and 19.30 Aladdin - Hawth Theatre
19:30 The Twelve Days of Christmas
(Crawley) BSL interpreted
- Chickenshed (London) Integrated
15:00 Jack and the Beanstalk - Cambridge
performance
20 November 2008
Arts Theatre BSL interpreted
19:30 Great Expectations - Library Theatre
19:15 Of Thee I Sing - Gershwin Opera
15:30 and 19.30 The Twelve Days of
Manchester BSL interpreted
North at Theatre Royal Nottingham
Christmas - Chickenshed (London)
1 January 2009
BSL interpreted
Integrated performance
14:00 Cinderella - Civic Theatre Chelmsford
21 November 2008
19:30 Calendar Girls (tbc) - Plymouth
Captioned in-house
17:00 High School Musical - Wales
Theatre Royal Captioned in-house
2 January 2009
Millennium Centre (Cardiff) BSL interpreted 14 December 2008
13:45 and 18.00 Hansel & Gretel - Theatre
22 November 2008
14:00 Hansel and Gretel - Royal Opera
Royal Stratford East (London) Captioned
11:00 and 14.00 La Guerre Des Boutons House (London) BSL interpreted
in-house
Half Moon Young People’s Theatre (London) 15 December 2008
14:30 Great Expectations - Library Theatre
Integrated performance
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Theatre Royal Stratford East (London)
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BSL interpreted
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performance
15:30 and 19.30 The Twelve Days of
24 November 2008
16 December 2008
Christmas - Chickenshed (London)
19:30 Boris Godunov - English National
13:00 and 19.30 The Twelve Days of
Integrated performance
Opera, London Coliseum BSL interpreted
Christmas - Chickenshed (London)
5 January 2009
26 November 2008
Integrated performance
15:30 and 19.30 The Twelve Days of
19:30 Rambert - Eternal Light Tour,
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Plymouth Theatre Royal BSL interpreted
Theatre Royal Stratford East (London)
Integrated performance
28 November 2008
BSL interpreted
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19:30 The Long Road - Soho Theatre
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Theatre in the Round (Scarborough)
(London) Captioned in-house
Festival) - Donmar Warehouse (London)
Captioned in-house
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Captioned by STAGETEXT
6 January 2009
14:30 Far From the Madding Crowd 17 December 2008
19:00 Cinderella - Plymouth Theatre Royal
English Touring Theatre at Theatre Royal
12:00 and 19.30 The Twelve Days of
BSL interpreted
Brighton Captioned by STAGETEXT
Christmas - Chickenshed (London)
19:30 Wig Out! - Royal Court Theatre
16:00 A Taste of Honey - Royal Exchange
Integrated performance
(London) Captioned by STAGETEXT
Theatre Manchester BSL interpreted
19:00 Dick Whittington and His Cat 19:30 The Twelve Days of Christmas
3 December 2008
Salisbury Playhouse BSL interpreted
- Chickenshed (London) Integrated
13:00 and 19.30 The Twelve Days of
19:30 On Emotion - Soho Theatre (London) performance
Christmas - Chickenshed (London)
Captioned in-house
20:00 Dick Whittington - Mercury Theatre
Integrated performance
18 December 2008
Colchester BSL interpreted
4 December 2008
19:30 On Emotion - Soho Theatre (London) 7 January 2009
13:00 and 19.30 The Twelve Days of
BSL interpreted
14:30 Great Expectations - Library Theatre
Christmas - Chickenshed (London)
19:30 The Twelve Days of Christmas
Manchester BSL interpreted
Integrated performance
- Chickenshed (London) Integrated
19:00 Cinderella - Harrogate Theatre
5 December 2008
performance
Captioned by STAGETEXT
13:00 and 19.30 The Twelve Days of
19:30 Sunshine on Leith - Edinburgh Festival 19:30 Awaking Beauty - Stephen Joseph
Christmas - Chickenshed (London)
Theatre Captioned in-house
Theatre in the Round (Scarborough)
Integrated performance
19:30 In A Dark Dark House - Almeida
BSL interpreted
6 December 2008
Theatre (London) Captioned in-house
19:30 The Twelve Days of Christmas
15:30 and 19.30 The Twelve Days of
19 December 2008
- Chickenshed (London) Integrated
Christmas - Chickenshed (London)
13:00 and 19.30 The Twelve Days of
performance
Integrated performance
Christmas - Chickenshed (London)
8 January 2009
8 December 2008
Integrated performance
12:00 and 19.30 The Twelve Days of
13:00 The Twelve Days of Christmas
14:00 Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs
Christmas - Chickenshed (London)
- Chickenshed (London) Integrated
- Harlequin Theatre & Cinema (Redhill)
Captioned in-house
performance
BSL interpreted
13:30 and 19.00 The Sleeping Beauty 14:30 Aladdin - Nottingham Playhouse
19:00 Aladdin - Edinburgh King’s Theatre
Northcott Theatre (Exeter) BSL interpreted
BSL interpreted
BSL interpreted
14:00 Aladdin - Edinburgh King’s Theatre
9 December 2008
19:15 Danny the Champion of the World -
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BSL interpreted
14:00 and 18.30 Dick Whittington - Queen’s
Theatre Hornchurch (London) Captioned inhouse and BSL interpreted
19:00 Cinderella - Harrogate Theatre
BSL interpreted
19:30 The Family Reunion (T.S Eliot
Festival) - Donmar Warehouse (London)
BSL interpreted
9 January 2009
13:00 and 19.30 The Twelve Days of
Christmas - Chickenshed (London)
Integrated performance
19:30 Aladdin - Oldham Coliseum Theatre
BSL interpreted
10 January 2009
13:30 Peter Pan - West Yorkshire Playhouse
(Leeds) BSL interpreted
14:30 Cinderella - Plymouth Theatre Royal
Captioned in-house
15:30 and 19.30 The Twelve Days of
Christmas - Chickenshed (London)
Captioned in-house
11 January 2009
13:00 and 17.15 Robin Hood - The
Pantomime Adventure - Birmingham
Hippodrome BSL interpreted
14:00 Cinderella - The Royal Centre
Nottingham BSL interpreted
12 January 2009
19:30 The Twelve Days of Christmas
- Chickenshed (London) Integrated
performance
13 January 2009
19:30 The Twelve Days of Christmas
- Chickenshed (London) Integrated
performance
19:30 In a Dark Dark House - Almeida
Theatre (London) Captioned in-house
14 January 2009
13:30 Cinderella - The Royal Centre
Nottingham BSL interpreted
14:00 and 19.15 Robin Hood - The
Pantomime Adventure - Birmingham
Hippodrome Captioned in-house
19:30 The Twelve Days of Christmas
- Chickenshed (London) Integrated
performance
15 January 2009
14:00 West Side Story - Wales Millennium
Centre (Cardiff) Captioned in-house
19:00 Aladdin - New Theatre Cardiff
BSL interpreted
19:30 Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs St Monica’s Players at The Intimate Theatre
(London) BSL interpreted
19:30 The Twelve Days of Christmas
- Chickenshed (London) Integrated
performance

An Hour in a Bookshop
Oh what a delight
To pass an hour
In the confines of a bookshop
A universe to be discovered
As varied as the four walls
Containing it
Sometimes to be found in
Shopping arcade, sometimes in favourite
Hideaway places, up alleyways, off highstreet
At others in transient arenas
Such as airports, train stations
or hospital concourses
Sporting titles for their literary emporiums
As revealingly innocuous as ‘books etc’
An hour spent in the company of books
Wherever the purveyor may be
Whether before a flight or train
Or awaiting others on a family shop
Perhaps as a form of retail therapy
Is never wasted
Tis a joy and a balm for the soul
An uplift which never fails
To restore good humour whatever the travails
Of time and circumstance
Try it sometime – pop into your local
Arena of words
And marvel
WBR Jeremy

Living with a
DeafSentence

“Christmas is a
season that fills many
hard of hearing people
with dread” - David Lodge

CHRISTMAS is the festive season, a time for
workers and relatives to let their hair down at
office parties and family get-togethers.
It is also a season that fills many Deaf and
hard-of-hearing people with dread.
So it is not surprising that writer David
Lodge dedicates a chapter to a Boxing Day
party in his latest novel Deaf Sentence.
In it, a socially-inept Desmond Bates
compensates for his bad hearing by talking and
drinking far too much at the soiree hosted by
his wife Winfred or “Fred” a popular interior
designer.
In real-life, David began “over-talking”
soon after first losing his hearing as a
university lecturer 30 years ago. “It’s one of
the strategies deaf people use,” he says. “I was
finding it difficult to hear what my students
were saying. They were happy to let you go
on but I was embarrassed.”
Born in Dulwich, south London, in 1935,
David was the only son of a Catholic mother
from an Irish family and an English father.
The family moved to Brockley when he was
still a baby.
After the outbreak of the Second World War
David’s father, a big band musician, enlisted
in the RAF and the family was separated for
six years as David and his mother left London
to stay with relatives in Cornwall and in
lodgings in Surrey.
They returned home to a street with “a
gaping hole” in it, the result of a direct hit
from a German V1 “dooglebug”.
David said: “I was nine and the war had no
emotional impact on me but the gaping hole
was quite a sight. It became an adventure
playground.”
Post-war, David soon bonded with his reunited father and the pair started going to
football at Charlton Athletic. He said: “You’d
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have thought I’ve had a stronger emotional
link with my mother but most of my artistic
genes came from my father.”
As a teenager David attended the all-boys
St Joseph Academy grammar school in
Blackheath before studying at University
College, London. He later married his wife
Mary, then a teacher. The couple have three
children: one girl and two boys.
As a writer David, contends that a novel
should be “a long answer to the question,
‘What is it all about?’.” Over the years David’s
fifteen published fictional books have explored
thorny social issues affecting Catholics living
in England; including marriage, contraception
and adultery.
As a young father in the Sixties his writing
focused on the social revolution, the rise of
the Pill and the growing division between the
curial authority of the Vatican and ordinary
people.
Forty years on, the central theme of Deaf
Sentence is loss; both hearing loss and the
loss of a loved one as Desmond confronts his
father’s ailing health and death.
David admits he worked off “a certain amount
of emotion” writing his chapter on the Boxing
Day party. He adds: “I’ve great admiration
for people who’ve been deaf since childhood.
I respect their ability to remain positive and
cheerful.
“But if you have had perfect hearing before
and lose it, you have that sense of loss that
never leaves you.”
Deaf Sentence is published by Harvill
Secker, priced £17.99.
editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk

‘I was given the equipment, but no help’
A reader’s
advice on
living with
hearing aids

I got my first hearing aid when I was thirty.
My hearing loss was caused by meningitis
when I was s small child, and at that time no
follow up tests were given – looking back I
realise lots of things were a struggle. It was
when I felt everyone else seemed to hear
things that I couldn’t, that I decided it must
be wax therefore the solution was to have the
problem removed - only to find there was
no wax.
I was referred to the Audiology department at
the local hospital and told I had a sensor-neural
loss which was not caused by meningitis, but
by the drugs given for it. My hearing would
continue to degenerate.

noise suddenly being thrust into their ears even the sound of running a tap and a boiling
kettle.
- A hearing aid amplifies all sound irrespective
I was given a hearing aid but no information of whether you want it or not. Background
on how use it. It may be a lot better now, noises take over from the sound we want to
but somehow with restrictive budgets, busy hear.
waiting rooms and an experience I recently
had, then maybe some new hearing aid users Another reason why it’s best to introduce aids
will find something helpful here.
slowly is the fact that earmoulds can irritate
and make ears quite sore. I find it helpful to
- There is no hearing instrument on the market smear the mould lightly with antiseptic cream
that has the ability to reproduce natural (Savlon or similar) The mould can be washed
sound.
by first removing it from the aid and swishing
- Not all hearing impairments can be helped it about in a small cup of lukewarm water with
by hearing aids.
a drop of washing up liquid, dry the mould
- Hearing loss is subjective to each before putting it back on the aid.
individual.
- The same loss can affect people in totally - A hearing aid will only work if the mould
different ways.
fits well.
- When using an aid for the first time it is
better to restrict the use to an hour or so a day If the hearing aid is whistling this could be a
and gradually build this up.
number of things:
- Do not use an aid to walk out of the hospital - The mould is blocked with wax,
audiology dept into a hospital corridor as the gently remove with a pin.
background noise will be very loud.
- The mould isn’t fitting well
- A person who has not had good hearing and - The tubing is no longer flexible - this
needs to use an aid will be startled by all the can happen after several weeks/months,
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depending on individuals, this is caused by
condensation in the tubing.
- The hearing aid volume is high – in this case
the aid will need to be adjusted if that is the
level of volume needed.
Remember, should you not be satisfied in
any way then go back to the audiology clinic.
Sound advice ...
Marje Caine

A perfect match ...
Jit and Crocker

Hearing Dogs
Dog of the Month
Crocker is November’s pooch
In April 2008, Crocker was placed with Jit
Parmar in Nottinghamshire, and they have
proved to be the perfect match.
Jit worked for many years as a consultant.
When he was given the all-clear after a health
scare, he started working very long hours
convinced he was “invincible”, and eventually
the obsession with work resulted in the end
of his marriage. He then started to notice a
rapid deterioration in his hearing, becoming
severely deaf over just a few months. Life
got even worse when he lost all his goods and
money in a burglary and he resigned from
work in May 2007.
“I lost everything including my dignity
and self-confidence,” he explains. “I was
prescribed sleeping pills because I could not
cope, and I had to keep my hearing aids in
all day and night to guard my home – I was
scared my house would be broken into again.
I was scared I could easily set the house on
fire because I cannot smell anything nor can I
hear the smoke alarm. I became a depressed
reclusive.”
It was at sign language classes that he met
Don who had hearing dog Mitchell, and they
became friends. He quickly learned that having
a hearing dog was a real bonus. “Suddenly
being deaf was not a stigma – in fact it was
cool to be deaf. I wanted to be cool too with a

hearing dog of my own so I applied.” Eighteen
months later Jit brought Crocker home. Jit’s
life has completely changed since Crocker
arrived and has even got him thinking about a
possible new business venture.
“Whenever we go to the shops, all the female
assistants make a big fuss of Crocker, and he
laps it up like there is no tomorrow – leaving
me wishing if it could be my turn to be fussed
over next! Crocker is a good companion and
an exact match for me: we share the same
sense of humour … and hair colour!
I think Hearing Dogs should extend their
business to include matching all the owners
of the dogs with each other. Is there a female
hearing dog owner who will be a match for
Crocker and me?”
In addition to alerting Jit to the sounds for
which he has been trained, Crocker really helps
Jit feel safe in his own home. “When Crocker
appears restless in the house, I ask him ‘What
is it?’ and he takes me to the door. When I
look outside there are usually people or kids
outside my gate. I find this very reassuring
and feel much safer.
“Before I had Crocker, not a single day went
by when I did not think about my deafness:
now I hardly realise I am deaf,” he adds.
To find out more about Hearing Dogs for
Deaf People visit www.hearingdogs.org.uk
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We try out the latest technology on the market so you know what to rely on.
If you would like us to review a product, email info@hearingtimes.co.uk.
By HT REVIEWER DAZ
PRODUCT (in no particular order):
Assistive Telephones 1) Super Bravo 2
2) Powertel 580 Combo
3) Attend Plus
MANUFACTURER:
1) Brondi
2) Amplicon
3) Hager

2) The most in-depth and complex of the
three yet very informative, due to the amount
of information detailed in it country specific
(separate languages in separate manuals).
The detailed image clearly identifies the
connection points and function of each button.
It is highly recommended to read the manual
prior to using the telephones as it can be very
difficult to understand the features and their
functions. It can store up to 200 numbers
on each telephone (base station model and
cordless model)

2) £102.12 Ex VAT
Represents great value for money for a
combination of 2 telephones with an answer
machine.
3) £60.00 Ex VAT
A reasonable phone for reasonable money
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3) The simplest of the three with a very easy
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to follow guide, it has multiple languages
with a good detailed image clearly showing
PACKAGING:
identification of each connection point,
function and feature. It can store up to 10
1) Brondi: Super Bravo 2.
The packaging was very good, clear and numbers.
informative with multiple languages used for
various countries, each part was very well SOUND QUALITY AND EASE OF
wrapped and very easy and simple to put USE:
together.
1) This telephone provides a clear sound
2) Amplicom: Powertel 580 Combo.
quality from caller to receiver; it has a very
lus
The packaging was good and informative with loud ringer when set to maximum volume
ttend P
A
r
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g
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multiple languages used for various countries, with a very clear visual indicator. The remote
each part was well wrapped, however it was pendant works very well as an option to answer
a little more difficult to put together with the the incoming call in hands free mode which
connection of the handset to the base station has a good range and the volume is reasonable
Amplic
being a little misleading.
on Pow
for up to 3 – 4 metres away. The LCD Display Upcoming reviews
ertel 58
is clear and gives details of the number called
0 Comb
o
3) Hager: Attend Plus.
/ received and the duration of the call. The If you have your own review you would like to
The packaging was good and informative with remote pendant can also be used as a panic send us, please email info@hearingtimes.co.uk
multiple languages used for various countries, button and call an emergency number or preeach part was very well packed and very easy set number once stored by using the menu
and simple to put together.
function to activate.

WHAT’S IN THE BOX:
1) Handset, base station, remote pendant,
wall bracket (for wall mounting), connection
cables and power supply / charger
2) Handset, base station with built in answer
machine, Cordless Handset and charging
cradle with rechargeable batteries, connection
cables and power supply / charger
3) Handset, base station, connection cables
and power supply / charger.

FIRST IMPRESSIONS:
1) This telephone has medium sized square
buttons with a good positive feel to them, it
comes with a good number of functions and
features with a multipurpose remote pendant
and an LCD Display.

2) This telephone has the most function and
features of the three tested with a built in
answer machine and separate cordless handset
as part of the combination. The sound quality
was very good with an extra boost button for
additional amplification which works very
effectively, the ringer volume is very loud when
at its maximum setting, the visual indicator
may be small but is very bright and visual and
can be set to flash at varying speeds (through
the menu setting). The Hands Free operation
is reasonable but tricky to comprehend as is
the tone / equaliser button which takes some
time to work out but can give low, mid and
high frequency enhancements. Through the
menu the telephone can speak the numbers
dialled and also give the name of the caller
if they are listed in the stored numbers with
their name and number. The LCD Display is
clear and gives details of the number called
/ received and the duration of the call. The
hands free mode can be tricky to operate but
works reasonably well with a sufficient level
for up to 2 metres away.

2) This telephone has the smallest round
buttons of those tested with a good positive
feel to them, it has multiple functions and
features with an LCD Display and answer 3) Over all a very simple yet effective telephone
machine facility, the model tested also comes with a very loud ringer and good visual
complete with a separate Cordless Handset. indicator, a very simple slider on the side for
the base station for the volume and a separate
3) This telephone has the biggest buttons of one for the tone control which whilst simple
all those tested, it feels like the cheapest of the works well. The telephone delivers a very
three with the least amount of the functions loud level of volume with a slight distortion
and features with no LCD Display, answer at the maximum setting and a problem with
a very low level of volume for the recipient
machine or remote pendant.
making it difficult to be heard very well by the
USER GUIDE / INSTRUCTIONS caller. The big buttons can be awkward to use
as they can stick or not register if not pressed
MANUAL:
in the middle of the button.
1) A very detailed and informative, easy to
understand manual with a good image clearly VALUE FOR MONEY:
showing the identification of each connection
point and function and feature of the buttons 1) £70.00 Ex VAT
on the telephone and the function of the remote Represents good value for money with some
very good features and functions
pendant. It can store up to 30 numbers.

Amplicon
Ad

Team GB
triumph in
Turkey finals

caption

Day Three started off well with all three
British men qualifying for the semi-final of
the 200m, but not so well for James Schofield,
who only managed to finish 10th after failing
to clear 1m87 on the High Jump.
James admitted he was nervous about the
jump and thinks this may have affected his
performance. “I think I was a little nervous
as I took three attempts to clear 1m78 and
1m81, which I should have cleared relatively
comfortably. Now I know what the event is
like and the standard of the competition, I
hope to improve over this winter and summer
to perform better at next year’s Deaflympics
in Taiwan if I am selected.”
The fourth day saw the return of Bethan
Lishman and Joanne Davison to the Discus
event, placing 12th and 10th respectively. A
tearful Lauren Peffers was forced to sit out of
the 800m due to an injury sustained earlier in
the week, despite being predicted a medal in
the event.
She said: “I was so disappointed not to run
the final and felt that I was letting the team
down by not running. I hope the rest of the
team understand that if I had run it could have
put the rest of my running career in danger.”
Marathon-runner Serena Blackburn picked
up the third bronze for GB on Day Five before
collapsing from exhaustion. Fiona Bishop
came through in 5th, and Tom Stone took 7th
after the gruelling 3 hours and 26 minutes race
along the Izmir coastline.

Miraculous
Jubilant Stones, who flew all the way from his
home in South Africa to represent his native
country went through all emotions at the
finishing line. He said “Last year, in April,
I spent some time in a wheelchair, with what
doctor’s described as post-viral Parkinsonism,
and told I would never run again, and might
never walk unaided, if at all.
“Miraculously, I recovered sufficiently to
be able to start running again by September,
and started working with a coach for the first
time in my life only in November. My coach
has transformed my training program, given
the reality that my illness had necessitated that
I effectively had to start my running career
from scratch, almost as if I had never before
run.
“The most important thing I gained from
the race was experience, and I now know
what is required to compete well at the top of
Deaf international competition. I look forward
to working with my coach towards a good
performance at the Deaflympics in Taipei.”
A controversial white flag by an official
marred Colette Doran’s Javelin event, which
was later ended prematurely by a knee injury.
The European silver medallist told of her
disappointment at losing out on the world
stage. “It is very disappointing to be injured in
the final of the World Championships. After
winning a silver medal in last year’s European
Championships, I was determined to do very
well in Izmir, but sadly it was not to be.”
Team managed Brian Kokoruwe summed
up: “I felt it was important that Great Britain
was represented at the 1st World Deaf
Athletics Championships. It was not only an
opportunity for us to test our athletes against
the possible 2009 Deaflympics athletes, but
to give international competition experiences
to the new athletes prior to next year’s
Deaflympics.
editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk

Deaf team makes
a splash at Cowes
Deaf and disabled yachtsmen from all over
the UK descended on the Isle of Wight for the
annual Cowes Week in August.
Members of Deaf Sailing UK took to the
Sonar yacht, supplied by the Sussex Yacht
Club, for a very successful week of training
and competing.
Malcolm Sinclair, who was sailing in his
first Cowes competition with the team, told
Hearing Times that being involved was ‘a
wonderful opportunity.’
“There were those on the team who were just
really enthusiastic and happy to be there, but
there were also some serious sailors who were
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desperate to win,” he said.
Despite a bad start to the last day, and the
breaking of the boom mast which forced the
team to retire from the race, Malcolm said that
everyone had a good time.
“This was our first real taste of sailing with
others. I am hoping to do more training and
races at Cowes Week next year, and maybe we
will win!”
The club also held a fundraising event in
October to raise cash for the Regional and

National Sailing events.
The bash, held at Sussex Yacht Club,
featured Oliver Westbury, the first deaf
person to reach the North Pole in April this
year, as guest speaker.
Pictured below: (left) the team battle the
rocky waves off the Isle of Wight; and (right)
the imposing coastline greeting the sailors
upon their return to shore.
For more information on DSUK please visit
www.dsuk.org.uk or contact Mike Aston on
mike.aston@dsuk.org.uk.
editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk

Deaf-friendly
football fest
first in UK

MORE than twenty children joined forces
to take part in a ground-breaking footballing
event set up by the National Deaf Children’s
Society.
The Deaf Friendly Football Festival was set up
by the NDCS in conjunction with Sunderland
AFC to make football more accessible for
young people with hearing problems.
Sunderland mascots Samson and Delilah
gave out prizes and goody bags. Robert
Danson, NDCS Football Development Officer,
said: “It was great to see the children really
enjoying themselves, playing mini games and
learning new skills from the coaches.
“Deaf coaches and NDCS volunteers were
on hand to help out to ensure everyone’s
communication needs were met.
“It was a fantastic opportunity for local
deaf children to access football in a safe
environment, as well as meet other deaf
children with common interests.

Thrilled
“We are thrilled that Sunderland AFC has
committed to the Deaf Friendly Football Club
Project, which will open up more opportunities
for deaf children and young people.”
Hayley Jarvis, NDCS Sports and Leisure
Activities manager, said: “Deafness makes
it harder for children to communicate which
can be very isolating. Many deaf children and
young people find it difficult to participate in
football because clubs are not set up to provide
good communication.”
She said The Deaf Friendly Football Club
Project, which is being funded through a grant
of £211,608 from the Football Foundation, is
revolutionising the sport at all levels for deaf
children.
Kevin Darke, Informal Educator – Disability
Sports, Sunderland AFC Foundation, said:
“Sunderland AFC Foundation is extremely
happy to have signed the Deaf Friendly
Football Club Pledge. We hope to progress
this partnership and establish a Sunderland
Deaf Youth Football Club in the very near
future.”
Anyone interested in finding out more
about the coaching sessions, which start in
November, should email Kevin Darke at
kevin.darke@safc.com

Do you have a sports story
you would like to share
with us?
We would love to hear from you,
no matter how big or small your
story might be.
Email:
editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk
or write to us at:
Hearing Times Ltd
The Lansbury Estate, 102 Lower
Guildford Road, Woking, Surrey,
GU21 2EP
or visit our website at:
www.hearingtimes.co.uk

Flying the flag ... (back row, from left) Joanne Davison, Michael Barber, Nelson Bolumbo, Colette Doran,
James Schofield, Lauren Peffers, John Ruddy Jnr (front row, from left) Fiona Bishop, David Blackwell,
Bethan Lishman, Tim Stones, Serena Blackburn (Photo: Courtesy of Sandra Campbell of DUKA)

More medals for GB
athletes in Turkey
Team Great Britain have once again proved
why it is so vital they attend the Dealympics
in Taipei next year, after bringing home
three more bronze medals to add to their
collection.
The 13-strong team took part in the 1st
World Deaf Athletics Championships in Izmir,
Turkey and were determined to put Great
Britain on the map.
By the end of the first day, a bronze medal
was claimed by Hammer heavyweight Joanne
Davison (pictured below left, and featured in
last month’s Hearing Times) who also achieved
a British record by throwing 50.11m.
“I was not disappointed nor was I surprised at
how the standard of competition has gone up,
nearly all World Records were broken,” said
Davison. “I was in for a good competition and
to perform, I had to go beyond my personal
best to have any chance of a medal. Hammer
being my strongest event I was up against
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some strong competition,” she added.
Newcomer to the team, Bethan Lishman,
also in good form threw a personal best of
46.06m to be placed 4th and was ecstatic
about her performance. Lishman told Hearing
Times “Izmir has been the best experience of
my life so far.”
Other GB team members competing on Day
One were Dave Blackwell who contested
the Shot Putt, with Nelson Bolumbu and
John Ruddy qualifying for the semi final of
the Men’s 100m, with James Schofield just
missing out. Lauren Peffers (below right, and
also featured in last month’s Hearing Times)
qualified fastest in the 400m to go through as
favourite in the 400m final. Lauren was also
contesting the 1500m and 800m later on in the
week.

Blackwell told us the competition didn’t go
as well as he’d expected, but was optimistic
he would learn from his mistakes. “I was
disappointed with my performances despite
doing well in training, however I now know
where I need to focus and concentrate on in
training and have contacted my coach.”
The morning of Day Two started with an
ecstatic James Schofield qualifying for the
High Jump final by equalling his personal
best of 1.85m. The same could not be said of
Nelson Bolumbu and John Ruddy, who failed
to qualify for the final of the 100m.
The afternoon session saw Lauren Peffers
take the bronze in the 1500m in a tighly fought
race, despite suffering from calf problems.
Peffers said: “I thought I ran well in the semi
of the 400m and was delighted with the Junior
world record, I felt a bit sluggish in the 1500m
and the final of the 400m but was determined
to run the 800m.”
Cntd. on page 15

Bronze
babes ...
Joanne
Davison,
left, and
Lauren
Peffers,
proudly
show
off their
medals
in Izmir
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